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In marking my gratitude to the Law Faculty of the Chinese University of Hong Kong for supporting
my research visit, it is an honour to be presenting to the Centre for Financial Regulation and
Economic Development. This discussion of key perspectives on insider dealing enforcement is
framed by longstanding interest in the challenges presented by financial crime in the UK, and also by
an increasingly international focus for this research, where much of this – both UK focused and
international- is concentrated on securities violations.
In focusing on insider dealing/trading specifically within this, the current state of play will be
discussed by reference to UK laws governing insider dealing, both criminal and non-criminal, and on
approaches to enforcement undertaken by Financial Conduct Authority (and its predecessor the
Financial Services Authority). Prior to being replaced by the FCA in 2013, the FSA was highly
vociferous in its messages of intolerance for insider dealing, and did much to publicize its distain for
longstanding arguments that insider dealing/trading causes no harm, and that it can even actually
benefit financial markets (in the vein of Henry G Manne’s classic arguments against insider trading
prohibitions). In examining the FCA/FSA’s track record in both criminal and non-criminal
enforcement since the inception of the regulatory regime which created the FSA – the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000- the paper will draw upon key discourses which illustrated FSA
enthusiasm for non-criminal enforcement, and ones providing support for its later views that criminal
enforcement has greater deterrent effect, as well as current FCA enforcement activity.
These UK experiences are considered alongside current trends evident in new European legislation
designed to toughen responses to insider dealing and place greater emphasis on criminal enforcement,
embodied in the Market Abuse Regulation (MAR) 2014 and Directive on Criminal Sanctions for
Market Abuse (CSMAD) 2014, and in attempts in the US to extend the reach of insider trading
prohibitions, embodied in US v Newman [2014] and US v Salman [2015]. Other key reference points
from the recent past include the earliest criminalisations of insider dealing in the UK pursuant to the
Companies Act 1980 and the Company Securities (Insider Dealing) Act 1985, and much longerstanding criminalization of other securities violations (namely market manipulation) in nineteenthcentury Britain.
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